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While this reflects strong business growth on one side, on the other it also reflects the less favourable hedging
rates as well as higher input costs caused by an increase in costs of raw material and labor. Decentralization is
adopted by the Adidas. Increasing prices for raw materials, forged product-imitation and the tough
competition in the sector with Puma and Nike are the key threats, which could menace Adidas AdidasGroup, 
Allow global expansion. Conclusion 24 8. Emerging countries also provide promising new target markets. The
increasing demand for fitness and health, provide opportunities for Adidas to extend its existing market and
move forward to other new markets. The share price of Adidas increased by 7. Products made by these
suppliers are then shipped to its warehouses. Abbildung in dieser Leseprobe nicht enthalten Figure 3: Forces
driving competition in the sports equipment industry Rivalry among existing companies Rivalry among
existing firms in the sporting equipment industry is very high with slow market revenue growth in recent years
further strengthening the rivalry as firms compete for market share Datamonitor, a. In this report, strategic
analysis covered both internal and external perspectives. Its gross margin too climbed basis points to  When
the brand is successfully adopted by US public, Adidas should continually push their brand to other markets
that were suggested to selective investment in the earlier stage of the report, such as Asian and Oceanic
countries therefore, to be ahead of Nike. Costs for raw materials have gone up significantly and the probability
that they will continue to increase is very high. Innovational competitors. From operational infrastructure to
marketing and HR, there is a significant investment in each area. Reduce inventory costs. The boston
consulting group hacker survey. To minimise its carbon footprint, it invested in several key partnerships that
are helping it make products from sustainable material. Conclusion 5. This essay will use the three factors to
analyze this Perspectives Strategic Objectives Strategic Controls! Brands are investing in technology
everywhere from supply chain to marketing and sales. Operating Expenses Financial! It contributes to identify
the current advantage position while also locating the position that organisation is moving on Porter, 
Borowski, A. Satya Sekhar, G. Apart from it brands are investing aggressively in Research and development.
There should be increased demands that users demand for sports apparel. Evaluation and Control 6.


